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  The Strangest Dream 
Fabric Requirements and Pre-Cutting 

Need to know 
 Quilt will finish approximately 48 x 60”. 
 C1 - Color 1, C2 - Color 2, C3 - Color 3, etc. 
 WOF = Width of Fabric (selvage to selvage). 
 Fabric is 41” wide without selvages. 
 You’ll need 5 bags or other receptacles to organize the cut fabrics.  
 Consider lightly starching your fabrics before cutting them. This may make it easier to cut and sew 

the pieces together! 

 In addition to your ‘usual’ sewing kit, please remember to bring 

 Pencil & small pieces of paper  ¼” piecing foot  Fabric scissors 
 Something to drink  At least one extra filled bobbin   A cushion to sit upon 

 A seam ripper (for your neighbor, because of course YOU won’t need it!) 

Choosing your fabrics  
 Don’t use directional fabrics (at least for your first quilt)!! 
 C1 is the star of the show. You can choose a large-ish or bold print. It will be cut into 6½” squares, 

so keep that in mind when choosing the size of the print. 
 C2 is the POW! that goes with C1. They’ll always be touching. 
 C3 can be thought of as a background. The more that C3 contrasts with the other fabrics, the more 

the design will stand out. 
 Think of C4 as you would a sashing (it’s not, but think of it that way, ’k?). A medium fabric here will 

support the design without overwhelming it. Consider a fabric from the same color family as the 
predominant color in C1.  

 C5 is kind of a wildcard. You can go safe and use the same fabric as you do for C3. You can use 
more C1 if you love the print. OR, you can choose a print that complements C1. If you go for a 
separate print, make sure that it doesn’t upstage C1. 

Yardage 
 C1 : 1 yard  C2 : ¼ yard  C3 : 1¼ yard  C4 : 1 yard  C5 : ½ yard

 
 

Cut a snippet from each of your fabrics and tape or glue them here so you don’t 
forget what’s what: 

C1 
Focus 

C2 
POW! 

C3 
Background-ish 

C4 
Medium 

C5 
Wild Card 
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Pre-Cutting 
If the instructions say “6 - Tin Man” that translates to “Put 6 of the pieces you just cut into the Tin Man 
bag.” 
 

C1 
Cut 4 - 6½” x WOF strips 
 Cross-cut 24 - 6½” squares. 8 - Cowardly 

Lion, 16 - Tin Man 

C2 
Cut 2 - 3½” x WOF strips 
 Cross-cut 16 - 3½” squares - Tin Man 

C3 
Cut 8 - 3½”  WOF strips 
 1 strip - Cowardly Lion 
 From remaining strips, cross-cut 68 - 3½” 

squares. 24 - Cowardly Lion, 8 - Dorothy, 
32 - Tin Man, 4 - Toto 

 
Cut 2 - 6½”  WOF strips 
 1 strip - Tin Man. 
 Cross-cut 6 - 6½” squares - Scarecrow 

C4 
Cut 10 - 3½” x WOF strips 
 2 strips - Cowardly Lion 
 2 strips - Tin Man 
 From remaining strips, cross-cut 8 - 3½” 

squares - Cowardly Lion AND 30 - 3½ x 6½” 
rectangles. 4 - Cowardly Lion,  
12 - Scarecrow, 10 - Dorothy, 4 - Toto 

C5 
Cut 2 - 6½”  WOF strips 
 Cross-cut 9 - 6½” squares - Scarecrow. 

 

A Bit of Pre-Sewing 
After both bits of pre-sewing, put the pieces back into the bag you pulled them from. 

 From the Cowardly Lion bag, sew a C4 strip to each side 
 of the C3 strip to make a 9½” x WOF stripset. 
 Press seams toward C4. 

 Cross-cut 6 - 6½ x 9½” rectangles from the stripset. 
 

 From the Tin Man bag, sew a C4 strip to each side of the C3 
strip to make a 12½” x WOF stripset. Press seams toward C4. 

 Cross-cut 6 - 6½ x 12½” rectangles from the stripset.  

 

A Bit More Pre-Sewing 
 From the Cowardly Lion bag, stitch & flip a C3 square onto opposite corners of a C1 square. 

Make 8. 

 From the Tin Man bag, stitch & flip a C3 square onto opposite corners of a C1 square. Make 
16. 
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The Strangest Dream 

Bag Check 
 

 
Dorothy: 10 - 3½ x 6½” rectangles C4 ....................................  
 8 - 3½” squares C3 ...............................................  

 

Scarecrow: 9 - 6½” squares C5 ...............................................  
 6 - 6½” squares C3  ..............................................  
 12 - 3½ x 6½” rectangles C4 ....................................  

 

Tin Man: 6 - 6½ x 12½” C3/C4 pieced blocks ...........................  
 16 - 6½” C1/C3 stitched & flipped blocks ....................  
 16 - 3½” squares C2 ..............................................  

 

Cowardly Lion: 6 - 6½ x 9½” C3/C4 pieced blocks .............................  
 8 - 6½” C1/C3 stitched & flipped blocks .....................  
 8 - 3½” squares C3 ...............................................  
 8 - 3½” squares C4 ...............................................  
 4 - 3½ x 6½” rectangles C4 .....................................  

 

Toto: 4 - 3½” squares C3 ...............................................  
 4 - 3½ x 6½” rectangles C4 .....................................  
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Step 5 

Line up 
these 
edges 

(Stitch & Flip) Corner Triangle Method #1 
1. Using a pencil, draw a diagonal line on the back of a small square. 
2. Lay the square on one of the larger squares RST, lining up the outer edges - make ‘em neat! 
3. Sew just next to the drawn line.* (See the * below – it’s important!) 

4. Use scissors to trim off part of the square as shown in the diagram, leaving 
about ¼” seam allowance (you don’t have to be really exact). 

5. Flip (fold) over what’s left of the square and line up the raw edges with the 
edge of the larger square. 

6. PRESS the newly-made triangle, keeping the raw edges aligned. 

Corner Triangle Method #2 
1. Fold a small square in half diagonally, wrong sides together. 

2. PRESS the fold lightly. If you’re finger-pressing, be sure to not stretch the bias. 
3. Lay the square on one of your large squares as in Method #1. 

4. Sew along the pressed-in fold.* 
5. Continue with the trimming, flipping and pressing as in Method #1. 

Corner Triangle Method #3 
1. Lay a 3x5” sticky note on the back of a small square, from corner to corner. 
2. Lay the square on one of your large squares as in Method #1.   
3. Sew along the edge of the sticky note.* 
4. Trim, flip and press as in Method #1. 

Corner Triangle Method #4 
Ready to be brave? 

1. Lay a small square on a large square as in Method #1 
2. (Take a deep breath)  Sew a diagonal line from one corner to the other.* 

3. Trim, flip and press as in Method #1. 
 

* What’s with the little stars?  In ANY of the Corner Triangle Methods, 
accept that you probably won’t get a perfectly straight sewn line.  Don’t worry! 

 

Start by sewing just a hair toward the outer corner of the block - just next to the drawn line. As 
long as you always remember to swerve to the right of the intended sewing line (toward the corner 
of the block), you’ll be just fine.  You see, you’ll be swerving into the seam allowance part.  When 
you trim, flip and press the triangles you may not necessarily be flipping them over exactly where 
the seam is but if you still line up the outer (raw) edges and give it a good press, you’ll still end up 
with just what you need! 

How do you make Flying Geese blocks?  Using a rectangle as your base, sew a square to one corner of the 
base.  After you trim, flip and press, lay a second square on the other end of the rectangle.  The square 
will overlap the first triangle and the measurement from the raw edge in the center to the point where the 
two triangles cross should magically be ¼”.     

 

Step 4 


